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from The Rinzai Roku, Chapter XVIII 

translated by  Ruth F. Sasaki 
  
 “There are a bunch of guys who, not knowing good from bad 

prefer to guess around and speculate regarding the scriptures, and 

make worldly interpretations of them.  They are like men who, 

having sucked on turds for awhile spit them out, and pass them on to 

others.  Or they are like peasants, engaged in playing a game of 

passing the word.  They spend their entire lives in vain, yet declare, 

‘We are renouncers of home.’  Questioned about the 

Buddha-dharma they shut their mouths and are bereft of words.  

Their eyes are as vacant as chimney holes, and their mouths sag like 

loaded carrying poles.  Such as these, even though they may be 

present when the Buddha of the future, Maitreya appears in this 

world, will be banished to another region and there, lodged in hell, 

suffer its torments.” 

  

 I mentioned yesterday that the section of the sayings of Zen master 

Rinzai that we just read could easily be misunderstood, and therefore it requires 

a careful explication.  The reason it is so easily misunderstood is paradoxically 

precisely because he speaks with such complete simplicity in trying to kindly 

explain his point. 

 As I’ve been pointing out all along, we have to always consider who is it 
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that talks about good, talks about bad, who it is that acknowledges God, 

acknowledges the devil, acknowledges male and acknowledges female?  I’ve 

explained over and over again how it is that before the self that claims “I am” is 

born there is no heaven, there is no earth, there is no future there is no past, 

there is no God there is no devil.  At the very instant when the self arises there 

also arises heaven and earth, there arises past and future, there arises God and 

the devil, there arises male and female, the self and these pairs are all born at 

exactly the same instant.  What we have to realize is that because Rinzai breaks 

it down and speaks about it with such kind straightforwardness that 

paradoxically it’s easy to misunderstand what he’s getting at.  

 Most people talk about good, talk about evil without ever really deeply 

fathoming what good and evil are, they just take good and evil on face value.  

That’s why in the sutras it points out that primordially all along there is no good 

or evil.  Really originally there is no sin, there is no lack of sin.  It’s only when a 

self is born that we carry on about good and evil.  So what Rinzai is saying is 

that most people simply accept good and evil at their surface, face value, the 

same way that they accept the sense that the self is a thing that exists, accepting 

it without fathoming any more deeply as to its nature.  So if one accepts our 

usual sense of self at face value, and based on that reads the scriptures, then of 

course one will be reading the scriptures at face value, reading them without 

questioning.  For example there is a famous passage that is said to be the 

essence of the Buddha’s teaching, “Avoid doing all evils and cultivate all good 

things,” but if a person accepts themselves at face value then they are likely to 

read this also at face value.  The literal meaning of the characters would seem 

to be “Do not do all the various bad things and do take upon yourself to do 

everything that is good.”  But if your eyes are wide open when you look at this 

text you’ll see that what it in fact says is that originally no evil is done.  There is 

no good or evil originally.   

 I’ve explained over and over again how it is that the state of the source is 
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a will-less, spontaneous doing.  What I call the state of the source is that which 

pertains before a self arises.  I’ve explained over and over again what I mean by 

the state of the source; the state of the source is an activity of continuous 

effortless oscillation between going and coming uniting, plus and minus uniting, 

and the going and coming, the plus and minus contrasting; uniting and 

contrasting, merging and polarizing over and over again.   

 According to Tathagata Zen if you really contemplate in your sitting 

practice what is the nature of your self, and what is the nature of the world in 

which you dwell, you will eventually come to manifest that wisdom that knows 

with crystal clarity that there is nothing more than this effortless uniting and 

contrasting oscillating continuously back and forth that is the doing of the two 

fundamental principles we can describe as plus and minus.  So the state of the 

source is a state wherein good and evil, purity and impurity are utterly 

transcended.  The state of sitting; if you want to call it “Lotus sitting,” or you 

can call it shikantaza “just sitting,” this is the visage, the form, of that very 

activity that has nothing that stands outside of it by way to compare to it, to 

contrast with it.  There’s nothing but that.  There is nothing apart from this.  

In other words that is an activity that acts having as its content the totality of 

plus and minus in the universe; all the going, all the coming, all the doing that 

can make man, all the doing that can make woman.  So, if you want to talk 

about God, what we mean by God is that which has the totality of the 

thus-coming and thus-going, the tatha-gata and tatha-agata, in other words the 

activities of life and death as its content in its action.  So if you want to say 

there is a God, then God would be that activity which contains the totality of life 

and death as its content with nothing outside of it.  Now, the state of the 

source, therefore, acts having plus and minus as its content.  In other words 

what we mean by the state of the source is that which has the activity called life 

and the activity called death as its content. That activity that has going and 

coming as its content could be compared to something that produces a wind and 
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there’s actually a complex, technical term for it based on the Sanskrit. We call it 

biranpu 毘嵐風, this special wind of the source. As this wind of the source is 

blowing back and forth, as I explained a few days ago. As a result of its back and 

forth blowing it produces an initial state of incomplete consciousness that we 

technically call (it’s another technical term from the Sanskrit) vasana, which is 

sort of the primordial seeds of consciousness. 

         What do we mean by this creative wind? When we analyze it 

carefully we see that it consists of an activity of plus and minus uniting and then 

plus and minus coming into contrast and oscillating back and forth between 

these two states, the state of merging and the state of polarizing. But of course 

this primordial wind has no will or desire, it’s just as happy uniting as it is coming 

into a state of contrast between its elements. You can understand this 

primordial, creative wind when you watch people sparring in judo or kendo, 

Japanese fencing. And in the same way this primordial wind can be seen arising 

when a man and a woman unite and come into contrast. It’s an effortless, 

spontaneous doing. 

         So this will-less doing is the wind of the source. But, this is a state 

that no one can know. Why? Because there’s no self arisen yet in that state. 

Then who figured this out, who knows this? It is known by the awakened ones. 

By the awakened ones we mean those people who have experienced it over and 

over again until it becomes clear enough for them to know as an object.  

         This activity of the source acts without a scintilla of needing to know 

anything at all, that’s why it is described as the total activity of knowing, 

complete knowing. This state of completeness that is the source can be 

personified, spoken of in terms that humans can relate to. In Buddhism we call it 

the Great Buddha, the Dai-Butsu, the Cosmic Buddha. But, for people that 

believe in God, this would be what you’re referring to when you say the word 

God. As these two fundamental activities of the source, the thus-going and the 

thus-coming, are oscillating back and forth between uniting and contrasting, 
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they stir up this primordial wind and this becomes the basis of the initial arising 

of incomplete consciousness that in the Yogavachara school of Buddhism is 

scholastically referred to as vasana.  This activity, of course, is taking place 

within one unique space.  

         Going and coming, each pour forth in equal measure a certain 

amount of their force and when this comes together, this produces their child. 

Because the going and coming, the plus and the minus, each pour forth a small 

amount of themselves in order to produce their offspring, the cosmic plus and 

the cosmic minus are no longer complete plus and complete minus.  

         No matter how many times I explain it, when you come for sanzen 

it’s obvious you haven’t gotten it yet. This is sad. The reason that when a self is 

born it’s incomplete is that it has not yet received the fullness of the plus and 

minus available in the universe. When the incomplete self arises that is also 

when the so-called material world arises, we have a technical term in Buddhism 

for the material world, we call it rupa, the world of form and matter. This 

material world arises when an incomplete self arises, before there is the arising 

of the incomplete self there is no material world either, there is what might be 

referred to simply as spirit. Gradually it becomes clear, in the state of the source 

because it is a complete state, there is no incomplete knowing. That’s why 

there’s no good or bad in the source. There is no sin, there is no freedom from 

sin. But as soon as the self that believes it exists arises then the world of the 

spirit disappears and it changes into the world of matter.  

         This ‘I am’ claiming self its body, its substance, is the plus and minus 

that it received. Because the cosmic plus and minus are no longer complete after 

they’ve given a bit of themselves to produce an incomplete self they now appear 

in a different guise, the cosmic plus appears to one as an object called the future 

and the cosmic minus appears as an object called the past. That’s why we ask 

people to contemplate the reality of past and future in their zazen.  

         So past and future that appear to us in their material guise, we have 
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to be able to penetrate, contemplate the reality and see that in the future is 

contained all fathers and in the past is contained all mothers. It’s hard to 

understand, but your father and mother are born at the very instant that you are 

born. Because plus has become incomplete in giving birth to the self, it appears 

in its incomplete, material guise that we call our physical father. And likewise 

minus appears in its incomplete material guise that we call our physical  

mother.  

         Although the plus and minus that are the content of the born self are 

incomplete, yet.  Because the born self has plus and minus as its content it is 

able to come into relationship, make a connection with, father and mother. 

Father has the activity called plus. Mother has the minus activity. But you, the 

self, have both activities. That’s why the child is capable of connecting with both 

mother and father. 

         In Zen practice one of the things that we test is your insight. Your 

father and mother are born at the instant that you are born. So we ask you, 

“Show me, how do you understand what your father is? And what is your insight 

about the nature of your mother?”  This is what we mean by the practice of 

Zen. When one understands that one is one’s mother and one is one’s father, 

then one will be able to, with complete freedom, totally grasp father, totally 

grasp mother. But here’s the problem: when the child tries to grasp father, 

mother, the minus activity, says “Don’t go there!” and pulls in her direction and 

makes it impossible to grasp father. And when one tries to make a connection 

with mother, Father says “Hmph, don’t go to the minus world. It’s too cold there, 

come to my world.”  Now of course what I’m describing here is the natural and 

will-less  activity of the dharma, I’m not talking about tyrannical behavior of 

parents that are ordering their child to do this or that, it just happens this way 

because it’s in the principle of things.  

         What I mean by father is that which is primordial expansion. And 

what I mean by mother is primordial contraction. In other words, originally 
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father manifests life, mother manifests the activity of death, so as you can see, 

the activities are antipodal, they're contrary, oppositely directed. Because both 

father and mother tug in their respective ways on their offspring, the child has to 

simultaneously expand and contract. How can it do that? That’s Zen practice. To 

firmly grasp onto mother and to grasp onto father, according to Buddhism, the 

way that we’re able to grasp is by giving ourselves.  

         So, in order to connect simultaneously with mother and father we 

have to give ourselves. How do you give yourself? It’s only when one is able to 

simultaneously give oneself that both parents feel at ease. This is the practice of 

Zen. Father and mother are very powerful. Relative to that, the just-born self, 

even though it contains father and mother, contains those activities in a minute 

form and so it’s very weak.  And so, what the newborn child does is return to 

father what it got from father and return to mother what it got from  mother, 

in other words, it divides itself into two.  

         One inevitably in the course of one’s personal evolution must pass 

through a time of practice of self-dissolution if one is to grow. This practice of 

self-dissolution we call the path of no-self. When one gives oneself back to 

father and mother, what becomes of that self? This is Zen practice. Because the 

self gave what it got back to father, father now once again becomes complete, 

goes back to the primordial state, no longer being material but being the pure, 

expansive aspect of the universe. And likewise, because one gave back to mother 

what one got from mother, the material mother dissolves and returns to the 

state of complete mother, in other words the state of cosmic contraction only. 

And now there’s just plus and minus gazing upon each other and knowing that 

they are each other, plus knowing “I must make minus my content”, minus 

knowing “I must make plus my content.”  

         Both plus and minus manifest the wisdom wherein they know they 

must make each other their content, they must become each other. And the 

man must come to the point where he realizes, “It is in my being to make woman 
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my content, I must become woman.”  And likewise the woman comes to think, 

“I must make male my content, I inevitably must become man.”  This is referred 

to as the situation of self gazing upon self.   

         What Buddhism teaches is that when you look at anything at all, 

anything that you look at is a thing that must become your content. You have to 

be able to manifest a state of understanding such that when you look at a rock 

you look upon it as that which is about to become you. When you make a rock 

your content, what happens then? Isn’t it true that the world of the rock and the 

world of the self that claims ‘I am’ become  united into a single world? There is 

no one true nature other than that oneness. So, it’s clear. The state of 

completeness has as its very substance complete knowing, the activity of 

complete knowing. And as I have pointed out over and over again, what we 

mean by the state of completeness is zero. It’s called zero because no self 

appears there. 

         How does the self that believes it exists arise? I mentioned before 

how when a self arises past, present and future arise. In other words, father and 

mother are born at the same time as their offspring. People think even this idea 

is strange, the idea that father and mother are born when their baby is born. 

Most people think that their father and mother were born a long time before 

they were born. The only reason that people are convinced that their parents 

were born before them is that they fixate the self that they believe exists. If you 

learn how not to fixate the self, then according  to Buddhism you will 

automatically be able to manifest that wisdom that understands with perfect 

lucidity the simultaneous birth of you and your parents.   

 Anyway, mother, father, and their child are all incomplete.  The state of 

completeness is zero, God, that mass of total knowing activity.  That mass of 

knowing is called samadhi.  In other words the state of completeness is that 

which has the totality of plus and minus, good and evil brought together.  The 

state of completeness is in religion usually referred to as God, but in Buddhism 
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we call it dharmakaya, the body of the Absolute. 

 But this body of the dharma, this dharmakaya doesn’t go on forever in a 

fixated way.  So you can see here the difference between Buddhism on one 

hand, and religion on the other hand.  Because the dharmakaya has both plus 

and minus as its content, inevitably, at some point these two once again divide.  

Now I know it is hard to comprehend what I’m talking about, but if you study this 

through actual practice then you will come to see, “Yes indeed, zero breaks apart 

into its constituent positive and negative sides.” 

 Put alternatively, as I mentioned yesterday, what we call God or the 

Great Buddha could also be called the manifestation of true love.  Is it possible 

for the state of true love to remain fixated forever?  No way!  Inevitably plus 

and minus will break apart.  And then what?  And then once again past, 

present, and future arise within the body of the dharma.  And, what we mean 

by the present?  The present is the beginning of one’s existence as a being.  

And although that present is incomplete it does contain both sides of the 

fundamental activity.  And this being that has both positive and negative as its 

content in Buddhism is called the bodhisattva.  I think maybe you don’t realize 

that you are born as a bodhisattva.  But Buddhism says that we are born as 

bodhisattvas within the body of the dharma, and that’s why we have to practice 

the practice of the bodhisattva.  And one will come to understand the 

fundamental principle:  father is only plus, mother is only minus, but the 

bodhisattva is both.   

 Well, we’ve come to the end of our time.  What I originally wanted to 

talk about was how the incomplete consciousness function is born.  What we 

mean by an incomplete person is that which has as its content incomplete 

functioning of knowing.  This is crystal clear.  But what we have to also 

consider is how the incomplete knowing process arises in the first place.    

Buddhism explains how when positive and negative, plus and minus separate the 

incomplete self is born in between them, and how that incomplete self is born as 
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feeling, as jonetsu 情熱, as the heat of feeling,  and comes to perceive, to do 

the activity of sensation.  The force of the receiving of both positive and 

negative at the time when the self is born is a kind of shock that produces the 

activity of sensation.  This is something, though, that you just have to 

experience directly for yourself, there is no other way to get it.  Everybody 

experiences how when there is uniting there is a distinctive perception that goes 

with that, and how when there is separating there is a distinctive perception that 

goes with that. 

 If it were not for this uniting and separating there certainly could be no 

perception process.  But, when we are born we inevitably must make a 

connection with surrounding world.  We have to connect with inside and 

outside or we cannot exist. And so inevitably every single day we all give rise to 

the activity of sensation, of perception, and through this walk along the path, 

along the process of growth and evolution.  And our consciousness function 

matures through our six sense gates, eyes, ears, nose, tongue, body and mind, 

there is no consciousness function apart from perception.   

 As one matures, as one grows one’s father and mother at the same time 

become progressively more and more feeble.  And when you have made the 

totality of your father and mother your content then your father and mother 

disappear, vanish.  And thereupon a complete self now arises.  In other words 

there is complete knowing, that knowing that has as its content the totality of 

the positive and negative of the whole universe.   

 Really there is much more I want to say about this but our time has well 

passed so I’ll content myself with this much for now. 


